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Abstract The aim of this study was to examine the perception of time in the first months of life. Does the perception of contextual temporal information (an auditory tempo) induce modifications in spontaneous motor behavior (in the present case, non-nutritive sucking behavior) at birth and at 2 months? Two auditory tempos were successively tested. The first was the same as the previously recorded spontaneous motor tempo (SMT); the second was 15% faster or 15% slower than the infant’s SMT according to the group. Results showed that modification of the sucking tempo depended on age and contextual temporal information. Two-month-old infants were able to adapt their endogenous sucking rhythm to an external tempo if it was faster than their spontaneous rhythm. Results also confirmed that slowing down the sucking rate was difficult for both groups of infants. In sum, the results suggest that, to a certain extent, very young infants are sensitive to contextual modifications (which indicates that they perceive them). This study has thus identified certain features of the internal time base rate from birth which could help define a developmental internal clock model of contextual temporal processing. © 2006 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved. Résumé Cette étude s’intéresse à la perception du temps au cours des premiers mois de la vie : est-ce que la perception d’une modification temporelle contextuelle (tempo auditif) induit une modification du tempo moteur spontané (succion non nutritive) chez les nouveau-nés et à deux mois de vie ? Nous avons testé successivement deux tempos auditifs. Le premier tempo auditif était celui du tempo moteur spontané enregistré préalablement. Le second était selon les groupes soit 15 % plus rapide que le tempo moteur spontané initial, soit 15 % plus lent. Les résultats ont montré que les modifications du rythme de succion dépendaient de l’âge et des informations temporelles contextuelles. Les bébés de deux mois étaient capables de modifier leur rythme endogène de succion à un tempo auditif externe si celui-ci est plus rapide que leur propre rythme. Les résultats confirment aussi que le ralentissement du rythme de succion est difficile à obtenir chez les bébés. Globalement, cette expérience suggère que, dans une certaine mesure, les très jeunes enfants sont sensibles aux modifications temporelles de leur environnement (indiquant ainsi qu’ils les perçoivent). Par ailleurs, elle a permis de caractériser le rythme endogène dès la naissance, ce qui devrait contribuer au développement de modèles de traitement de l’information temporelle contextuelle. © 2006 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved. Keywords: Spontaneous Motor Tempo; Auditory tempo; Non-nutritive sucking; Infants Mots clés : Tempos auditifs ; Succion non nutritive ; Nourrissons
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1. Introduction All our actions require temporal adjustment of our behavior to contextual information. It is likely that temporal information can be processed from birth, infants exhibiting numerous rhythmical activities such as sucking, kicking, walking (Pouthas and Jacquet, 1991; Thelen, 1979). When presented with external stimulation, newborns shorten the length of pauses between two bursts of non-nutritive sucking (DeCasper and Fifer, 1980; DeCasper and Sigafoos, 1983; Pouthas et al., 1996; Provasi, 1988) and are thus able to accelerate their sucking rate according to the temporal context. It can be assumed that they perceive changes in this temporal context. Moreover, 2-month-old infants perceive variations of rhythm (Demany et al., 1977) and accelerations of 15% when the reference tempo is 600 ms (Baruch and Drake, 1997). The perception and processing of context-linked temporal stimulations are therefore effective in very young infants, provided that the tempo of these stimulations is faster than their endogenous tempo. According to several authors (Boltz, 1994; Denner et al., 1964), the internal time base rate is directly reflected in spontaneous motor tempo (SMT), which is produced when people are asked to tap regularly at their preferred rate. This endogenous tempo varies from person to person and tends to get slower with age (Provasi and Bobin-Bègue, 2003; Bobin-Bègue and Provasi, submitted; Fraisse, 1974; Vanneste et al., 2001). For example, Vanneste et al. (2001) found that older adults spontaneously chose a slower motor tempo than younger people, confirming the hypothesis that the internal clock rate slows down with age. In addition, since the pioneering work of Treisman et al. (1990), it has consistently been shown that the clock rate can be speeded up or slowed down using different rapid click-trains (Droit-Volet and Wearden, 2002; Penton-Voak et al., 1996; Wearden et al., 1999). Recognizing that the tempo of external stimulations alters endogenous tempo, we previously examined whether or not such an influence could be observed in children between 1 and 4 years of age (Bobin-Bègue and Provasi, submitted; Provasi and Bobin-Bègue, 2003). These studies involved three successive phases: in phase 1 participants’ SMT was recorded (SMT1), in phase 2, their taps were visually reinforced when synchronized with the external tempo and in phase 3 participant’ SMT was recorded (SMT2). The external tempo was accelerated or decelerated (depending on the group) by steps of 5% in 11 successive trials. The external tempo of the initial trial was the children’s own SMT. Results showed that children of 2 years of age and older who were given a faster tempo than their own were capable of accelerating their tapping rate. Such accelerations were obtained for external tempos at least 15% faster than the initial endogenous tempo. Furthermore, participants’ endogenous tempos in phase 3 were faster than in phase 1, suggesting that they had been altered by the synchronization task during phase 2. Twelve-month-olds kept their initial tapping rhythm, but their inter-tap intervals became more variable and remained so when stimulations stopped. This suggests that the 12-month-olds perceived and processed temporal information but could not produce the appropriate behavior. To modify



their tapping rhythm effectually might be too difficult for such young infants. In sum, the ability to decelerate one’s own tapping rate in a synchronization task in order to synchronize with an external tempo emerges between 2 and 4 years of age, which is later than the ability to accelerate the rate (BobinBègue and Provasi, submitted; Provasi and Bobin-Bègue, 2003). Thus, slowing down a temporal behavior is different from speeding it up. It has also been shown that 2-montholds, but not newborns, can lengthen their pauses between two bursts of sucking, but only if they have been trained for a long time (Pouthas et al., 1996). This is probably not only due to a lack of inhibition, which is needed for deceleration, but also to the fact that 2- and 4-month-olds cannot discriminate between a reference tempo and a 15% slower tempo (Baruch and Drake, 1997). The goal of the present study was to explore the ability of very young infants to alter their endogenous tempo when perceiving an external one. The experimental paradigm used with children (Bobin-Bègue and Provasi, submitted; Provasi and Bobin-Bègue, 2003) was adapted for very young infants, with sucking tempo used to measure the endogenous tempo. This tempo was defined by the inter-suck intervals within a burst of sucks. Inter-burst intervals (more than 1.5 s) were not taken into account. Sucking activity already exists at birth, and newborns can modify the time between burst of sucks (see above). However, it is not known if newborns can modify the sucking rate within bursts of sucks, in other words their sucking tempo. After recording the spontaneous sucking tempo of the participant, he/she was presented with two successive auditory tempos. We restricted the number of tempos to be tested because very young infants do not stay in a quiet alert state for long periods. The first tempo had the same interstimulation interval (ISI) as the participant’s spontaneous sucking tempo (measured by the median of the inter-response intervals, IRI). This phase aimed at determining whether simply hearing an auditory tempo would alter sucking activity. We have already observed accelerations of the tapping tempo in children presented with an external tempo identical to their own (Bobin-Bègue and Provasi, submitted). If such accelerations were observed in newborns, this would have to be taken into account in interpreting data obtained with faster or slower tempos than the spontaneous one. The second tempo differed by 15% from the spontaneous sucking tempo. This 15% difference has frequently been tested in perceptive tasks (Baruch and Drake, 1997; Drake and Baruch, 1995; Drake et al., 2000) and corresponds roughly to the discrimination threshold between two tempos (Baruch and Drake, 1997; Bobin-Bègue and Provasi, 2005). The difference should not be so great that the change in behavior required would be impossible for infants of this age to perform. Finally, as in our previous studies, we added a third phase with no auditory stimulation, to highlight the influence of an external stimulation on the endogenous tempo. Our first hypothesis was that a 15% difference would lead to changes in sucking tempo from birth. Given the dissymmetry commonly observed between accelerations and decelerations, our second hypothesis was that infants presented with
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an accelerated tempo would modify their sucking activity more easily than those presented with a decelerated tempo. 2. Method 2.1. Participants Sixty-six participants (48 newborns, 18 2-month-olds) were included in this study. They were born with no reported complications after 37–41 weeks of gestation, and with an Apgar score 5 min after birth of 10. Their mean birth weight and size were 3408 g (SD: 643 g) and 49.5 cm (SD: 1.5 cm), respectively. The newborns (24 girls, 24 boys) were 3 days old (M: 75 h, SD: 15 h) and the mean age of the 2-month-olds (eight girls, 10 boys) was 63 days (SD: 5.5 days). Thirteen additional newborns were not included in the final sample because of sleepiness (9/13), hunger (1/13), rejecting the pacifier (2/13) or technical problems (1/13). Three 2month-olds were also excluded because they rejected the pacifier. 2.2. Apparatus A sterilized pacifier (Reymond newborn) was connected to a pressure transducer connected to a computer. The computer measured the inter-sucking interval length (IRI). Computergenerated sounds (440 Hz; 65 dB, 100 ms) were presented by means of headphones adapted for very young infants. 2.3. Procedure Testing was carried out during the morning, 2 hours after the first or second feed. Participants were familiarized with the pacifier for 2 min and then randomly assigned to one of the two groups (acceleration or deceleration). For each participant, testing consisted of five phases: ● SMT1: sucking was recorded during 110 IRIs without any auditory stimulation. At the end of this phase, the median of the IRIs was calculated. ● Synchronization phase at 0% (S0): sucking was recorded during 110 IRIs while the child heard an auditory tempo at X ms (an auditory stimulation was made every X ms, X being the calculated median).
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● Slide phase: sucking was recorded during 55 IRIs while the tempo of the stimulation was altered according to the group. ○ Acceleration: the tempo was progressively accelerated up to a final value of median plus 15%. ○ Deceleration: the tempo was progressively decelerated to a final value of median minus 15%. ● Synchronization phase at 15% (S15): sucking was recorded during 110 IRIs while the child heard an auditory tempo at either 15% faster (acceleration group) or 15% slower than the calculated median (deceleration group). ● SMT2: sucking was recorded during 110 IRIs without any auditory stimulation. For each phase (except for the slide phase) the computer calculated the median, the first quartile (Q1) and the third quartile (Q3) of the IRIs. For phases S0 and S15, the computer calculated all the stimulus-response intervals (SRIs) corresponding to the time between each suck and the nearest auditory stimulation. It also counted the synchronized sucks, i.e. the amount of sucking occurring during or before the stimulation (within 15% of the inter stimulus interval, ISI) (Fig. 1). The median of the IRIs was calculated for each of the four phases studied. IRIs shorter than 100 ms or longer than 1500 ms were considered as bounces or pauses typical of non-nutritive sucking activity, and were therefore excluded from the calculation. Given this methodological precaution, the medians were finally calculated from a mean of 89 IRIs per phase (SD: 14.11). An ANOVA (Age2 × Gender2 × Group2 × Phase4) based on the number of IRIs revealed no significant difference between phases. 3. Results 3.1. Statistical analyses Individual analyses were made of the median of the IRIs, the median being a measure of the central tendency excluding extreme values. To neutralize the influence of each participant’s own sucking rhythm (SMT1), and to obtain values of the absolute acceleration or deceleration of sucking induced by auditory stimulations, comparisons were made of the reduced medians of IRIs defined as follows:



Fig. 1. Classification of responses as a function of the Stimulus Response Intervals.
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An Age2 × Gender2 × Group2 × Phase4 ANOVA on reduced medians of the four experimental phases revealed a main effect of Phase (F(3,171) = 4.03, P < 0.01), with sucking rhythm accelerating in the course of the session (see Fig. 2). It was notable that sucking rhythms during phases S15 and SMT2 were significantly faster than the one initially recorded (P < 0.05 and



P < 0.005, respectively). This effect of Phase was due to the acceleration of newborns (F(3,135) = 6.10, P < 0.001), no phase effect being observed for 2-month-olds. No interaction and no other main effect were significant. Analysis of modifications in the coefficient of variation (with an Age2 × Gender2 × Group2 × Phase4 ANOVA) revealed that sucking rhythms in SMT1 and S0 were mainly affected by age and/or gender of the infant, whereas in S15 and SMT2 results were mainly group-linked. There was a main effect of Age (F(1,57) = 5.39, P < 0.05), with 2-month-olds generally exhibiting more variability than newborns. Analysis of the existing Age × Phase interaction (F(3,171) = 9.20, P < 0.001) and post-hoc tests (Tukey) showed that this variability was only higher in 2-month-olds than in newborns in phases SMT1 (P < 0.001) and S0 (P < 0.05) (see Fig. 3). There was also a main effect of Gender (F(1,57) = 13.18, P < 0.001) with girls generally exhibiting more variability than boys. Analysis of the existing Gender × Phase interaction (F(3,171) = 5.87, P < 0.001) and post-hoc tests (Tukey) showed that this variability was also only higher in girls than in boys in phases SMT1 and S0 (P < 0.001 for both). There was also an overall tendency in 2-month-old girls to show greater variability than 2-month-old boys, newborn girls and newborn boys (Age × Gender interaction: F(1,57) = 7.35, P < 0.01; Tukey post-hoc tests: P < 0.005, P < 0.01, P < 0.001, respectively). There was a main effect of Phase (F(3,171) = 7.11, P < 0.005). Sucks recorded in phases S15 and SMT2 had more constant rhythms than those recorded in SMT1 (P < 0.001 and P < 0.005, respectively, Tukey post-hoc analysis). However, the Group × Phase interaction (F(3,171) = 3.92, P < 0.01) showed that only the sucking rhythms of the acceleration group were more variable in SMT1 than in S15 and SMT2 (P < 0.001 in both cases, Tukey post-hoc analysis), whereas there was no difference in variability between those three phases in the deceleration group. Finally, there was a three-way Age × Phase × Group interaction (F(3, 171) = 6.25, P < 0.005) which was essentially due to a decrease in the sucking variability of 2-month-olds when the auditory stimulation was faster than their own tempo.



Fig. 2. Mean reduced medians of the IRIs, as a function of the Phase and of the participant’s Age and Group (A for Acceleration group and D for Deceleration group).



Fig. 3. Mean variability coefficients as a function of the Phase, and of the participant’s Age and Group (A for Acceleration group and D for Deceleration group).



Median ðPhaseÞ Median ðSMT1Þ The following coefficient of variation was used to analyze intra-individual variability of the sucking rhythm: ðQ3  Q1Þ  100 Median Q3 and Q1 being, respectively, the third and first quartiles of the IRIs. For phases S0 and S15, sucking during or before the stimulation was called “synchronized” (Fig. 1). 3.2. SMT1 An ANOVA (Age2 × Gender2 × Group2) based on the medians of the IRIs revealed a main effect of Age: newborns had slower SMT1s (546 ms, SD: 78.48) than 2-month-olds (493 ms, SD: 69.83), F(1,58) = 5.73, P < 0.05. No interaction and no other main effect were significant. No significant effect of Group was found, indicating no group bias. A main effect of Age was also found in a similar ANOVA on the coefficient of variation defined above (F(1,58) = 19.98, P < 0.001), newborns sucking with a more even rhythm than 2-month-old infants. Girls exhibited more variability than boys (F(1,58) = 21.23, P < 0.001), an Age × Gender interaction (F(1,58) = 7.52, P < 0.01) and post-hoc analyses (Tukey) highlighting that the sucking rhythm of 2-month-old girls was more variable than that of the other participants (P < 0.005 with 2month-old boys, newborn boys and newborn girls). 3.3. Comparison between the different phases
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Acceleration Deceleration Acceleration Deceleration



χ2 67.48 53.48 25.29 44.45



S0 dl 23 22 7 9



P< 0.0001 0.0005 0.001 0.0001



χ2 59 11.65 42.94 14.64



S15 dl 23 22 7 9



P< 0.0001 NS 0.0001 NS



3.4. Synchronization of sucking with an auditory tempo Because the temporal windows of synchronization depended on the ISI, the chance of synchronizing sucks depended on when they occurred: the probability of sucking during the synchronization window was higher when the auditory stimulations were in quick succession than when they were more spaced out. The chance level was therefore calculated for each participant and for each phase. The percentage of sucks that occurred during the temporal window compared to chance level is shown in Table 1. The percentage of synchronized sucks was significantly above the chance level except for participants who had to decelerate their sucking tempo (S15). To avoid the procedural effect, we calculated the difference between the observable percentage of synchronized sucks and chance level for phases S0 and S15. The ANOVA (Age2 × Gender2 × Group2 × Phase2) revealed a main effect of Age (F(1,57) = 7.42, P < 0.01), with the sucks of 2-month-olds occurring closer to the auditory stimuli than those of newborns. There was a Group × Phase interaction (F(1,57) = 6.26, P < 0.05) (Fig. 4). As expected, the percentage of synchronized sucks did not differ during S0. During S15, the performance of the acceleration group was better than that of the deceleration group (Tukey post-hoc analysis, P < 0.01) which in fact deteriorated between S0 and S15 (Tukey post-hoc analysis, P < 0.05). 4. Discussion 4.1. SMT Results show that the spontaneous tempo of (non-nutritive) sucking accelerates and becomes more variable within the first



Fig. 4. Mean Percentages of synchronized sucking as a function of the Phase, and of the participant’s Age and Group (A for Acceleration group and D for Deceleration group).
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2 months of life. This can be explained by the fact that sucking is a reflex activity at birth, later acquiring an exploratory function (Rochat, 1983) making it more sensitive to the environment. We observed that girls had a more variable sucking behavior than boys, but we had no specific hypothesis on genderlinked differences. Other results in the literature show that male participants perform better than females in temporal tasks (Goldstone and Goldfarb, 1966; Provasi and Bobin-Bègue, 2003; Vanneste et al., 2001), but no theoretical explanation has so far been put forward. 4.2. Perception of temporal variations of the context Sucking tempo accelerated in the course of the four phases. However, hearing an external tempo which was identical to the spontaneous tempo of their sucking activity (S0) did not cause participants to accelerate significantly the rate of this motor behavior. This suggests that stimulation with the same temporal features as endogenous tempo does not alter the functioning of the internal clock. This is surprising considering BobinBègue and Provasi’s earlier findings (submitted) that children from 1 year of age accelerated their tapping rhythm during a synchronization task with the same tempo as their SMT. In the first months of life, internal time base acceleration might not be induced only by sucking activity. However, with a 15% slower or faster stimulation (S15), sucking rhythms were significantly faster than the spontaneous tempo (SMT1), this acceleration remaining after the stimulation stopped (SMT2). These results suggest that the stimulation tempo has to be sufficiently different from the spontaneous sucking tempo to generate acceleration. As regards phase S15, there are two possible explanations for the absence of significant difference between the reduced medians of the acceleration and deceleration groups: either very young infants cannot perceive a tempo modification, or they perceive it but cannot modify the tempo of their own activity. As reported above, very young infants perceive temporal modifications to a certain extent, 2- and 4-month-olds discriminating a tempo 15% faster than a standard of 600 ms (Baruch and Drake, 1997). They do not discriminate a tempo 15% slower than this standard (Baruch and Drake, 1997), and greater contextual modifications might be necessary for changes to be perceived by participants this young (and younger). For instance, 2-year-old children need a 20% difference with their own SMT to modify their manual tapping tempo significantly (Bobin-Bègue and Provasi, submitted). In the first months of life, a 20% difference might thus be needed to observe a temporal modification in motor behavior. Alternatively, although newborns and even young infants perceive changes in the tempo of external stimulation they might not be able to modify their own sucking tempo to synchronize with it. Newborns can shorten the duration of their pauses between two bursts when given positive reinforcement (DeCasper and Fifer, 1980; DeCasper and Sigafoos, 1983; Pouthas et al., 1996), but it is only after 2 months of age and
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a long training session that infants can lengthen the duration of their pause (Pouthas et al., 1996). Accelerations are more frequently observed than decelerations in the literature, because deceleration involves inhibiting behavior (Condon and Sander, 1974a, 1974b; Provasi and Bobin-Bègue, 2003). An inability to inhibit behavior could explain why newborns do not lengthen their pauses between bursts of sucks. It should be noted that lengthening the duration of a pause between sucks does not mean that the sucking tempo (within a burst of sucks) will be modified. In the present study, in the deceleration group, only the IRIs of 2-month-olds were longer in phase S15 than in phase S0, although this was not significant (Fig. 2). This result suggests that the ability to decelerate the endogenous tempo might emerge later in infancy. Newborns exhibited the same sucking variability, whatever the temporal context, suggesting that they were not unsettled by the external stimulation. On the other hand, the variability of 2-month-olds decreased (values were re-centered near the median) between S0 and S15 due to the acceleration group. This lower variability remained during SMT2, i.e. when there was no longer any stimulation. This suggests that the endogenous rhythm of 2-month-olds had been altered. On the one hand, 2-month-olds had a much more variable spontaneous sucking activity than newborns, probably because it is no longer just a reflex action. On the other hand, their sucking activity became as regular as that of newborns when they were presented with a tempo different from that of their spontaneous activity. Thus, when 2-month-olds perceived that the temporal characteristics of a stimulation differed from their spontaneous sucking rhythm, their behavior became more regular. At the descriptive level, the decrease of variability in the sucking activity of 2month-olds was more pronounced when the stimulation rhythm was faster than their spontaneous rhythm than when it was slower (Fig. 3). It has been reported that variability may increase with slower stimulations and decrease with faster stimulations. For instance, Bobin-Bègue and Provasi (submitted) found that children presented with auditory tempos faster than their SMT exhibited more regular taps than those presented with tempos slower than their SMT. This is consistent with Weber’s law and scalar timing theory (Gibbon et al., 1984). In addition, Collyer et al. (1992) have shown that longer time intervals are associated with increased variability in many types of timing performance. According to these authors, taps are more regular during a synchronization than an SMT task, thanks to the external tempo which provides a basis for adjusting the tapping rhythm. This study shows that 2-month-olds can perceive and process an external tempo: they might not be able to synchronize their sucking rhythm to it, but the sucking variability decreases. In phase S15, percentages of sucks synchronized with the external stimulations were greater in the acceleration than in the deceleration group. As we had taken the chance level into account, this was not an experimental effect, but suggests that infants can modify their sucking tempo when contextual stimulation accelerates. Developmentally, percentages of synchronized behavior were greater in 2-month-olds than in newborns, indicating that they adjust better to perceived external tempo than new-
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